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Network science in biology  
 measuring, visualizing and modelling real world 

complex networks 
 

Petra Vertes 

1.  What is a network? – examples from social and 
biological sciences. 

2.  Constructing and representing complex 
networks.  

3.  Topological properties of networks – how to 
measure them and why they matter? 

4.  Network analysis in biological sciences – six 
examples 

5.  Generative modelling of networks – why and 
how? 

6.  Getting hold of data and code – tools and 
resources for network analysis 

 

Overview of topics 

Modelling Networks 
- 

What is a Network Model? 

5. The Erdös-Rényi model  
N nodes, each pair connect with uniform probability p"

Pál Erdös"

Alfréd Rényi"

p=0.07" p=0.14" p=0.4"

The resulting network has no visible 
structure, it has a binomial degree 
distribution (& some  other interesting 
theoretical properties)"

Albert, Barabási Reviews of Modern Physics (2002) ."

But real networks display structure 

Petra "

But real networks display structure 

Petra "
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New models may explain this structure 

Petra "

So: we can compress the 
information in the network 
 

New Model: random connections 
between people in same country. No 
connections between countries. 
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New models may explain this structure 

Petra "

So: we can generalize from observed 
network to other similar networks 
 

New Model: random connections 
between people in same country. No 
connections between countries 
 

New models may explain this structure 

Petra "

So: we can generalize from 
past network to future network.  
i.e. where will next link appear? 
 

New Model: random connections 
between people in same country. No 
connections between countries 
 

Three classes of models"

Pseudo-dynamic Static" Dynamic"

  

  

  

Step 1" Final step" Time steps"
Pr

op
er

ty
"

 
Machine learning / Statistics: !
•  Compressing information"
•  Generalizing from observed to unobserved network data: "

–  Inferring latent properties that give rise to communities"
–  Predicting missing links!

!
!
Physics:!
•  Understanding the mechanisms for network formation:"

–  Why are people friends? "
–  How do neurons choose synaptic neighbours?  

Why Model Networks?"

  

  

  

Step n"

How to Model Networks? (ML)"  
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Three classes of models"

Pseudo-dynamic Static" Dynamic"

  

  

  

Step 1" Final step" Time steps"

Pr
op

er
ty
"

1.  Make a list of stylized facts:!
–  What is special or interesting about the structure we observe?"
–  Is this structure real and is it really interesting? "
"

2.  Come up with simplest mechanism leading to this structure!
–  Use some domain knowledge "
–  Ignore all the details (at least in the beginning)"

3.  Fit the model to the data, compare to other models!

4.  Validate the model on independent data!
–  Same data about different systems"
–  Different data about the same system"

5.  Think of what the model doesnʼt capture!
–  Improve the model"

How to Model Networks? (Phys)"

Stylized fact 1:  
Power-law degree distributions 

The degree distribution 

R
andom

 N
etw

ork 
Scale-free N

etw
ork"

P(k)  ~ k -ϒ"

Found!
Expected!

Power-law degree distribution 

Barabasi & Albert (1999) Science 

P(k)  ~ k -ϒ"

•  world-wide web 
•  electronic circuits 
•  coauthorship networks 
•  communication networks 
•  sexual web 

•  protein interaction networks 
•  linguistic networks 
•  international trade networks  
•  brain networks 
•  … 
 

The Barabási-Albert Model 
aka:Preferential attachment 

Barabási & Albert, Science 286, 509 (1999)!
Albert & Barabási, Reviews of Modern Physics  (2002)!

P(k) ~k-3 

!(ki ) =
ki
" jk j

(2) Preferential attachment: New nodes 
prefer to link to highly connected nodes."

(1) Growth: Networks continuously 
expand by the addition of new nodes"

i"new"
ki=3"

parameters: In practice, start with m0 nodes 
give each new node m ≤ m0 edges!

Exponent 
independent 
of m0 and m !
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Stylized fact – but is it real? 

The distribution plotted on a log-log scale 
is a straight line."
"
But such a visual method is not reliable to 
correctly identifying power-laws and their 
exponents γ. "
"
Instead, more rigorous methods have 
been proposed:"
"
Clauset A, Shalizi CR, Newman MEJ (2009) !
Power-law distributions in empirical data. !
SIAM Rev 51: 661-703."

P(k)  ~ k -ϒ"

Found!

Identifying power-laws (II) 

List of 24 datsets previously claimed to be power-law and re-analyzed in Clauset et 
al (2009). Shaded datasets were found to be inconsistent with power-laws."

The Power-Law Shop 

http://www.cafepress.com/thepowerlawshop 

1.  Make a list of stylized facts:!
–  What is special or interesting about the structure we observe?"
–  Is this structure real and is it really interesting? "
"

2.  Come up with simplest mechanism leading to this structure!
–  Use some domain knowledge "
–  Ignore all the details (at least in the beginning)"

3.  Fit the model to the data, compare to other models!

4.  Validate the model on independent data!
–  Same data about different systems"
–  Different data about the same system"

5.  Think of what the model doesnʼt capture!
–  Improve the model"

How to Model Networks? (Phys)"

Variants of preferential 
attachment (I) 

Many real world networks don’t really have power-law 
degree distributions. E.g. C elegans connectome, 
electric power grid, actors network.  
 
Variants of BA could explain such deviations: 
•  Nodes can be ‘active ‘or ‘inactive’ and only active 

ones receive new links. 

•  Age: Nodes start off ‘active’ but with each time 
step they transition to being ‘inactive’ with a 
certain probability P 

•  Cost: Nodes start off ‘active’ but they transition to 
being ‘inactive’ when they have reached a 
maximum degree kmax Amaral et al (2000) PNAS !

Corrected stylized fact:"
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Stylized fact 2:  
Small Worlds: clustered and 
efficient 

The Watts-Strogatz Model 

Watts & Strogatz (1998) Nature 
Albert & Barabási (2002) Reviews of Modern Physics  

High C Low L 

Watts & Strogatz (1998) Nature 

Stylized fact – but is it interesting? 

“Models of dynamical systems with small-world coupling display 
enhanced signal-propagation speed, computational power, and 
synchronizability. "
In particular, infectious diseases spread more easily in small-world 
networks than in regular lattices.”"

L=2.83 
C=0.90 

L=2.83 
C=0.90 

L=4.00 
C=0.87 

benchmark 3/54 edges rewired 4/54 edges rewired 

Stylized fact – but is it interesting? 

Stylized fact – but is it interesting? 

Schizophrenia"

Nicotine tends to 
increase Global 

Efficiency 

Correlated with IQ" Affected by disease" Affected by drugs"

Li et al (2009) !
Van den Heuvel et al (2009)! Giessing et al (2013) !Alexander-Bloch et al (2012) !

Stylized fact 3:  
Modularity 
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Modularity 

Low Q 

High 
Q 

M =  Fraction of within-module 
connections compared to what 
is expected by chance (for the 
optimal partition). 
 

Capturing/Generating 
Modularity 

  

  

  

 
This is more complicated than previous stylized facts because it requires us to 
differentiate between nodes by either:"

e.g. Blockmodels 

(1) Assuming latent attributes (2) Using observed attributes 
in model 

e.g. Spatial embedding 
 

Modularity through Space 

Kaiser & Hilgetag (2004) Phys Rev E 

•  Seed node at the centre of 2D 
square 

•  New nodes i are added and  their 
probability of connecting to 
preexisting node j is:  

 
P(i,j) = βe -αd(i,j) 
 

 where d(i,j) is the distance 
from i to j 
 
•  Nodes that fail to connect to the rest 

of the network are removed 
 
•  Parameter β controls density and 

parameter α is distance penalty 

Modularity through Space and 
Time 

Kaiser & Hilgetag (2006) Neurocomputing 

•  Three seed nodes (far apart) 

•  Seed nodes i has time window: Ptemp(i) 

•  New nodes are added and inherit Ptemp 
of nearest seed node 

•  Probability of connecting new node I to 
preexisting node j is:  

 
P(i,j) = Ptemp(i) x Ptemp(j) x Pdist(i,j) 

  
•  Pdist(i,j) decays exponentially with 

distance between i and j 

•  Nodes that fail to connect to the rest of 
the network are removed 

1.  Make a list of stylized facts!

2.  Come up with simplest mechanism leading to this structure!

3.  Fit the model to the data, compare to other models!

4.  Validate the model on independent data!

5.  Think of what the model doesnʼt capture!

How to Model Networks?"

CASE 
STUDY I. 
 
Modelling human brain 
networks 
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Small-world 
•   high clustering 

•  short minimum path length or high efficiency 

Cost-efficient 
•   high efficiency for relatively low connection cost 

Hubby 
•  fat-tailed degree distributions 

Modular 
•  nodes are more densely connected to other nodes in the 

same module than to nodes in other modules  

Bullmore & Sporns (2009) Nat Rev Neurosci 
Bassett et al (2010) PloS Comp Bio 

List of stylized facts (that matter) 
about brain networks Generating Brain-like Networks"

?"

A Simple Economical Model"

Pij ~ exp(-ηdij)"

j"i"
dij"

M. Kaiser  and C. Hilgetag (2004) Phys Rev E 
“Spatial constraints are present during the development of many real networks. In 
biological systems, for instance, gradients of chemical concentrations, or molecule 
interactions, decay exponentially with distance.” 

Comparing Model Networks to Data"
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Data from "
20 subjects"

Generate  "
20 networks"

Efficiency"

Efficiency"

T-test:!
Too small a p-value 
(pE) can rule out the 
ʻnull hypothesisʼ that 
the two distributions 
are the same."

No Parameter Setting is Satisfactory"
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The Economical Model (I)"
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The Economical Model (II)"
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The Economical Model (III)"

1.  Make a list of stylized facts!

2.  Come up with simplest mechanism leading to this structure!

3.  Fit the model to the data, compare to other models!

4.  Validate the model on independent data!

5.  Think of what the model doesnʼt capture!
–  hubs 

How to Model Networks?" The Economical Preferential 
Attachment Model "

Pij = dij
-η (kikj)γ"

S. H. Yook, H. Jeong, A.-L. Barabási (2002) PNAS "

dij" j"i"

ki=2" kj=3"

The Economical Preferential 
Attachment Model (I)"
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The Economical Preferential 
Attachment Model (II)"
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The Economical Preferential 
Attachment Model (III)"

1.  Make a list of stylized facts!

2.  Come up with simplest mechanism leading to this structure!

3.  Fit the model to the data, compare to other models!

4.  Validate the model on independent data!

5.  Think of what the model doesnʼt capture!
–  Long distance connections!
–  High C!

How to Model Networks?"

The Economical Clustering Model "

Pij = dij
-η kij

γ"

j"i" dij"

kij=3"

Vertes et al. (2012) PNAS!

The Economical Clustering Model (I)"
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Clustering"

The Economical Clustering Model (II)"
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Modeling Childhood Onset Schizophrenia 
(same data on different system)"

only by the global average of these measures over all nodes in
the networks.
Second, we used the generative model parameters estimated

from the primary fMRI dataset (n = 20 healthy volunteers) to
predict the network properties of a second independent fMRI
dataset (n = 12 healthy volunteers). Thus, we tested the good-
ness of !t of the model on a set of experimental data that had
not been used for model estimation. The economical clustering
model provided a good account (compared with Eq. 1 and Eq. 2)
of the statistical distributions of ef!ciency, clustering, modular-
ity, degree, and connection distance in this independent test
dataset (SI Text 6.2 and Fig. S9).

Modeling Network Changes in Schizophrenia. We measured fMRI
network properties experimentally in 19 people with COS and
estimated economical clustering model parameters from these
clinical data. Consistent with prior studies of functional connec-
tivity and functional network organization in schizophrenia, we
found that topological properties of clustering and modularity
were somewhat reduced in COS patients (23–26). The abnormal
pro!le of brain network topology in the patient group could be
reasonably well matched by the economical clustering model (SI
Text 7 and Fig. S10) but with rather different model parameters
(!= 2.3, "= 3.33) compared with those estimated in the group of
healthy volunteers (! = 2.63, " = 3.17). This shift in optimal
parameter settings shows that the abnormal organization of brain
functional networks in schizophrenia can be modeled as the
outcome of an abnormally biased tradeoff between the generative
factors of distance penalization and topological clustering.

Discussion
We have explored a number of generative models to parsimo-
niously simulate the complex topological and anatomical prop-
erties of human brain functional networks. We have shown that
the simplest models considered, which penalize the probability
of a functional connection between brain network regions as a
function of the anatomical distance between them, cannot sat-
isfactorily account for the complex topological properties of real
brain networks. This result argues against the position that brain
organization can be explained entirely by the principle of cost
minimization (Table S4). However, we found that the addition of
a topological term to the model, favoring additional formation of
connections between nodes that already share nearest neighbors
in common, could markedly improve the simulation of realistic
brain network properties. This economical clustering model pro-
vided a good account of several network properties that were not
included in the process of model parameter estimation, and when
estimated in one normal sample, provided a good !t to the net-
work properties of a second, independent normal sample.

Prior models for formation of brain anatomical networks have
emphasized the importance of controlling or penalizing con-
nection distance (17, 18). This is consistent with a large body of
work, dating back to the seminal studies of Ramón y Cajal in the
19th century, indicating that the material and metabolic costs of
the brain are large in proportion to its mass and that cost control
is an important principle of brain organization (14). Because the
metabolic cost of a connection between brain regions increases
with increasing anatomical distance, cost minimization would be
expected to drive the formation of connections between anatom-
ically neighboring nodes. There are aspects of adult brain orga-
nization that are consistent with this expectation. For example, the
probability distribution of connection distances in human brain
networks is skewed toward shorter distances (27). The modules of
brain networks also typically comprise brain regions that are an-
atomical as well as topological neighbors (28); so intramodular
connections, which predominate in highly modular brain net-
works, are generally short distance.
However, it is also clear that brain networks have a high global

ef!ciency (or short characteristic path length) that is largely at-
tributable to the existence of long distance connections between
anatomically localized modules (27). The ef!ciency of brain net-
works is a measure of their capacity for integrated processing,
and several studies have shown that greater ef!ciency of network
topology is associated with higher intelligence quotient (29, 30),
greater accuracy of working memory task performance (31), or
successful performance of more dif!cult versions of a working
memory task (32). Thus, the topological attribute of high ef!-
ciency seems empirically to be important for cognitive functions of
human brain networks, as also anticipated hypothetically by global
workspace theory (33, 34). This is clearly dif!cult to reconcile with
the unchallenged primacy of a cost conservation principle. In-
deed, it has been shown by computational “rewiring” of the ana-
tomical networks of C. elegans and the macaque monkey cortex
that total connection distance of both these networks is not strictly
minimized in nature; and when it is strictly minimized in silico
there is a complementary increase in path length (or decrease in
global ef!ciency) of the minimally rewired networks (35).
The idea that emerges from these and other prior studies is

that brain network formation cannot plausibly be modeled by cost
minimization alone but must rather depend on some “tradeoff,”
between distance penalization and one or more other factors,
which allows the emergence of realistically complex network to-
pology (10, 36, 37). The results presented here provide some
speci!c examples of how such a tradeoff might be rigorously de-
!ned and the considerable improvements in accuracy of brain
network modeling that ensue as a result.
We investigated several possible models of competition or

tradeoff between a distance penalization term and a second term
weighting formation of particular topological features. The !rst
model (Eq. 2) has been previously used to simulate the organi-
zation of the Internet (19). This economical preferential attach-
ment model increases the probability of a connection between
nodes in proportion to their degrees. Thus, high-degree nodes or
hubs are more likely to form additional connections, even if sep-
arated by considerable distances. Although addition of a prefer-
ential attachment term improved the capacity of the model to
capture a range of brain network properties (compared with the
simpler models of distance penalization), we found empirically
that alternative two-parameter models simulated experimental
data even more accurately. In total, we evaluated 12 possible
generative models (Table S1), varying both the cost penalization
and topological terms, and found that the most accurate model
overall (Eq. 3) traded-off connection distance against a topologi-
cal term favoring the formation of connections between nodes
that already shared nearest neighbors. Besides these empirical
results indicating superior goodness of !t for one model in com-
parison with others, how else can we justify a preference for this
economical clustering model?

A B C

Fig. 4. The economical clustering model is adaptive to fMRI network ab-
normalities in children with childhood onset schizophrenia (COS). COS
(hashed bars) is associated with shifts in clustering, ef!ciency, and modu-
larity (A–C) of fMRI networks, compared with the same metrics in fMRI
networks of healthy volunteers (HV; solid bars). The bar charts on the right-
hand side of each panel show the corresponding metrics simulated by the
economical clustering model for both groups. See also SI Text 7 and Table S3.

4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1111738109 Vértes et al.

1.  Make a list of stylized facts:!
–  What is special or interesting about the structure we observe?"
–  Is this structure real and is it really interesting? (Null models!)"

2.  Come up with simplest mechanism leading to this structure!
–  Use some domain knowledge "
–  Ignore all the details (at least in the beginning)"

3.  Fit the model to the data, compare to other models!

4.  Validate the model on independent data!
–  Same data about different systems"
–  Different data about the same system"

5.  Think of what the model doesnʼt capture!
–  Improve the model"

How to Model Networks?"

The problem of overfitting"

One possible solution:  
use training set and validation set 

Validation on Independent Dataset 
(same data on different system) 
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1.  Make a list of stylized fact:!
–  What is special or interesting about the structure we observe?"
–  Is this structure real and is it really interesting? (Null models!)"

2.  Come up with simplest mechanism leading to this structure!
–  Use some domain knowledge "
–  Ignore all the details (at least in the beginning)"

3.  Fit the model to the data, compare to other models!

4.  Validate the model on independent data!
–  Different data about the same system"
–  Same data about different systems"

5.  Think of what the model doesnʼt capture!
–  Improve the model"

How to Model Networks?"
1.  Make a list of stylized fact:!

–  What is special or interesting about the structure we observe?"
–  Is this structure real and is it really interesting? "
"

2.  Come up with simplest mechanism leading to this structure!
–  Use some domain knowledge "
–  Ignore all the details (at least in the beginning)"

3.  Fit the model to the data, compare to other models!

4.  Validate the model on independent data!
–  Same data about different systems"
–  Different data about the same system"

5.  Think of what the model doesnʼt capture!
–  Improve the model"

SUMMARY 2."
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Extra Slides 

Validate on Unconstrained Characteristics 
(different data on same system)"

1.  Distance distribution"

2.  Degree distribution can be 
left unconstrained"

3.  Nodal Measures "
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Interpreting the model"

Pij = dij
-η kij

γ"
1.  What does it mean?"

•  Embodies trade-off between cost and 
topology"

"
2.  Are the parameters biologically 

plausible?"
•  Cost of wiring"
•  Hebbian analogy"
•  Some experimental support at the 

neuronal level"

3.  Is the mechanism biologically 
plausible?"

•  It is a local process"

j"i" dij"

kij=3"


